
The company
At vitruvi, we’re on a mission to help people shape the air in their homes by offering all-natural,
beautiful, and thoughtful scent products.

The team
As the heartbeat of the brand, the marketing department plays a key role in sharing vitruvi’s
message of clean air care in a way that inspires our community. We are seeking a Marketing
Specialist to join our team of scent lovers and coffee drinkers in Vancouver, B.C.

The opportunity
The vitruvi team is looking for someone who is marketing obsessed—who has a passion for brand
and strategy, loves the fast-paced world of marketing, and thrives working on a dynamic and
high-performing team.

As a Marketing Specialist, you will be responsible for planning, executing, and tracking performance
of marketing initiatives across various channels. You will be working with internal teams to bring
campaigns to life from research to brief to implementation in order to execute the vision of the
marketing team. You will own the marketing and communications calendars and be responsible for
owning, updating, and communicating timelines across multiple departments. This role will report
directly to the Marketing Manager.

The ideal candidate for this job is solutions-oriented, can think clearly and prioritize under tight
deadlines, is extremely organized and detail-oriented, has strong communication skills, and has the
ability to think both strategically and creatively.

The role
● Work with internal teams (ex: creative, digital) to develop, implement, and track marketing

programs such as email, social media, and digital campaigns.
● Conduct market research and analyze trends to inform strategy and identify new marketing

opportunities.
● Research, write, and present briefs for campaigns and product launches.
● Develop and create marketing materials in collaboration with other teams, such as in-store

signage or email newsletters, and ensure brand guidelines are met.
● Own the marketing and communications calendars, manage timelines, and be responsible

for sharing the marketing plan across other departments.
● Assemble metrics to create reports that inform future strategy.
● Write content outlines, proofread and edit copy, and strategically plan the communications

calendar.



● Have a finger on the pulse of the current marketing and cultural landscape to quickly
execute on trends and generate brand relevance and awareness.

● Communicate with external agencies and vendors to execute marketing programs.

The qualifications
● You have 3-5 years of experience in marketing.
● You care deeply about brand and marketing, and are always on the lookout for the coolest

campaign or activation.
● You are a creative thinker who can balance strategy with imagination to dream up

innovative, aspirational, and effective brand campaigns.
● You have excellent communication skills, as well as copywriting and proofreading abilities.
● You love organization and get energized managing projects effectively so they are delivered

on time.
● You know that details matter and are excited by both the micro and macro aspects of

marketing.
● You have a strong understanding of various marketing platforms, channels, and best

practices, including social, digital, and email marketing.
● You thrive as a self motivated team member who works to move projects forward, prioritize

tasks, and meet deadlines.
● You have excellent analytics skills and are comfortable navigating tools like Microsoft Excel

and Google Analytics.
● Bachelor's degree in marketing, communications, or a related field would be an asset.

If you are interested in this position, please send your resume and cover letter to
careers@vitruvi.com, and include the job title in your subject line.

We believe that diversity is essential to innovation; as an equal opportunity employer, we do not
discriminate on the basis of race, religion, national origin, gender identity, sexual orientation, age, or
disability status. While we welcome all applications, we are only able to respond directly to those
who are short-listed for posted roles.
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